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Dear readers,

Dear Members,

Editor’s Note

Wish you all and your families a very Happy, Prosperous, Exciting New Year 2020.
Last year, activities of our Sabha and community were plenty across locations –
thanks to the organisers everywhere. Every report received has been included for
all of us to know how we celebrate our togetherness in different ways.
We regret that the mentor and leader list was incomplete in the last edition. The
complete list is printed in this issue.
Contributions to the newsletter, from our readers, continue to increase and we
hope to get more from our younger readers too. Suggestions, contributions,
feedback… all are welcome. Please continue to write to us at
mandayamnews@gmail.com.

Wish you all a very Happy New Year! Last year was exciting and
eventful for all of us and we wish this year brings everyone more
happiness.
New formats and events were introduced across events of the
Sabha, generating greater interest among participants and
audience. Activities were organized to draw in and encourage
talent across domains and age groups. We hope to continue in
this direction, with more events and participation.
Success of the various sports, games as well as the annual
cultural events encourages the organizers to bring more and
grander events for the entire community.

Happy reading!

Events of this year will begin with Thyagaraja Aradhane
celebrations. Participate, attend and enjoy all of them.

Cheers,

Let us all collaborate for a Wonderful, Enjoyable, Exciting 2020!
President

Editorial team.

Idea in Flight – Ashvij
Ashvij Narayan, as a member of the Team “Zero” Heroes from Delft University of Technology,
Netherlands, won the Airbus Fly Your Ideas 2019 global student competition for a smart batteryless wireless switches for aircraft systems that provide power at your fingertips. The switch
reduces fuel consumption and weight while simplifying aircraft retrofit and maintenance needs.
Since its launch by Airbus in 2008 and the signing of a partnership agreement with UNESCO in
2012, over 22,000 students have registered for Fly Your Ideas from over 700 universities and
100 countries worldwide, with more than 500 Airbus employees contributing their mentorship
and support. The Team ”Zero” Heroes prevailed over 269 submitted ideas and six other teams in
the final round this year. Ashvij is the son of Sri Ashok and Smt. Vijaya of Aaji family.

Musical Excellence of Mridangam - Dr.M.D.Naresh
Inspired by Nobel laureate
C. V. Raman, who did an indepth study into the
harmonics of mridangam
and published papers in
1920, eminent
percussionist Dr Umayalpuram K. Sivaraman and scientists Dr
T. Ramasamy and Dr M. D. Naresh have authored “Musical
Excellence of Mridangam”, after extensive research. Released

by Vice President Venkaiah Naidu, the publication can be
described as “a happy wedlock of science and sastra."
The three authors are confident that their research would to
be a reference book to students of percussion and scientists
who want to analyse the finer aspects of the instrument. They
also hope that the 232-page book, a storehouse of
information, will help in promoting mridangam and music.
M D Naresh is son of late Sri M D Parthasarathy, renowned
music director, of Devashikhamani family.

The Tennis Maestro – Ramprasad
Masters Games' Association of Mangalore conducted the Karnataka State Masters Games-2019, a multidisciplinary event in November. Ramprasad of Ramanujapuram Appachar family, Mallur, won the Gold in
Doubles and Bronze in Singles in the Lawn Tennis tournament.

Linguistic Talent – Aarabhi.Y.G
Aarabhi Y G has qualified for the National Level Spell Bee International Competition, held in Appollo National
Public School. The competition evaluated the students for their skills in various aspects of the English language.
Last year she had qualified for the National Level in Handwriting Competition conducted by International
Handwriting Rating Agency.
To contribute and for any feedback write to mandayamnews@gmail.com
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Five Doctors In The Family
The Devashikhamani family has a unique achievement of all 5 siblings achieving doctorates in different disciplines.
The details of the people featured in the photograph are as below:
Sitting (L to R) : Dr.M.D.Ranganayaki, Ph,D in Leather Science, University of Madras
Dr.M.D.Vijaya Parthasarathy, Ph.D in Botany, University of Madras
Standing (L to R): Dr. M.D. Padmini, Ph.D in Physics, University of Madras
Dr.M.D.Naresh, Ph.D in Biophysics, University of Madras
Dr.M.D.Rohini, Ph.D in Health Administration , University of Madras

Connecting State-Of-The-Art With The Ancient – Dr.M.B.Rajani
The Indian Society Of Remote Sensing conferred the P. R. Pisharoty memorial award for the year
2019 on Dr. M.B. Rajani in recognition of her significant and pioneering contributions in the area of
remote sensing and gis application for archaeology.
Dr. Rajani's research analyzes cultural landscapes using geospatial data to identify new features of
archaeological interest. These are applied to preserve built heritage in the face of rapidly growing
infrastructural development and urbanization. Her primary scientific contribution has been to
develop a methodology to detect tell-tale signs of past human activities on landscapes from satellite
imagery, and to integrate these findings with other spatial data to generate new inferences and
novel hypotheses about the past.
Her work has therefore expanded the field of archaeology to include the study of human impact on
landscapes. Further, it has significantly improved efficiency in key archaeological processes. Her
findings based on remote sensing analysis at Talakadu (published in 2009-10) were confirmed 8 years later through conventional
excavations. Her analysis of Nalanda has revealed the larger archaeological expanse around the protected site. Her work has been
published and presented widely in reputed national and international forums.
Dr. M.B.Rajani, conducted doctoral research at National Institute of Advanced Studies (NIAS), Bangalore (2005-10), was
awarded PhD by University of Mysore (2011). She received the Rachapudi Kamakshi Memorial Young Geospatial Scientist Award
for her PhD work. She taught at NIIT University, Neemrana (2011-13), was a Fellow of Nalanda University (2013-14), Guest
Faculty of IIT Gandhinagar (2014-16) and joined NIAS as an Assistant Professor in 2015. She is an elected member of Indian
National Young Academy of Science (INYAS) 2018-2022 and a Young Affiliate 2019-2023 of The World Academy of Sciences
(TWAS).
Dr.M.B.Rajani is the daughter of Smt. Mythili.M.A (Speech & Hearing) and Sri M.B.Venkatachar of Bhoolokam family.

Management Insights in the works of Vedanta Desika
- M.A.N.Prasad

Ancient Indian literature is an abundant store house of
learning and provides information on many areas which we
consider to be of recent origin. Science, Technology and
Management are among such areas, where ancient Indian
literature contains significant useful information. These works
contain their observation of life, which hold true in the current
day also.
Our ancient saints and scholars were good observers of life.
Their works contain the truths that they gleaned from life and
put forth in a structured way in their writings. Vedanta Desikar
was a philosopher par excellence and a prolific writer. He was
born in 1268 at a place called Thoopul near Kanchipuram. He
displayed great brilliance from his young age. He has written
over a hundred works in Sanskrit, Tamil and Manipravalam.
One finds a very structured approach in his writings. Being a
great logician, he approaches the subject methodically and
arrives at his conclusions logically, step by step. This
methodical approach gives us an insight to the management
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skills that he uses.
The structured approach of Vedanta Desikar has five steps.
We find this five-fold approach in ‘ArthaPanchaka’ in which he
propounds the steps involved in ‘Sharanagathi’. He elaborates
these five steps in his ‘RahasyatrayaSaram’. Both these works
have principles that are applicable in Management.
In his work ‘ArthaPanchakam’, he says
prApyasyabrahmaNOrUpaMprAptushcha I
prAptyupAyaMphalaMprAtyaiHitathAprAptivirOdhi cha I
vadaMtisakalAvedAssEtihAsapurANakAha II
mÉëÉmrÉxrÉ oÉëÉ¼hÉÉã ÃmÉÇmÉëÉmÉÑ¶É |
mÉëÉmirÉÑmÉÉrÉÇTüsÉÇmÉëÉirÉæÌWûiÉjÉÉmÉëÉÎmiÉÌuÉUÉãÍkÉcÉ |
uÉSÇÌiÉxÉMüsÉÉuÉãSÉxÉãÌiÉWûÉxÉmÉÑUÉhÉMüÉÈû |
which means understanding the Supreme Lord who is to be
attained by us, in terms of His various qualities and attributes
and understanding the qualities and attributes of the one who
To contribute and for any feedback write to mandayamnews@gmail.com

is aiming to attain Him, understanding the means to attain him,
the result of the efforts and impediments in attaining it.
These are the five cardinal steps involved, which a devotee
should follow, viz,
Understanding the qualities and features of the Supreme Lord,
who is the objective to be attained by the devotee
Understanding the qualities and features of the devotee, who is
the Attainer
Means of attainmentwhich are devotion and Bhakti
The fruit, that is attaining the Supreme Lord is the sole purpose
of the Attainer
Ego and independence are the obstacles in attaining the
objective
This five-fold principle, when we put it in Management
parlance, could be: Objective or Goal, Defining the Objective
or Goal, SWOT Analysis , Plan of action and Review. Let us see
how this becomes relevant to management.
Objective or Goal - Setting up an objective or Goal is of primary
importance in Management. It determines what you want to do
or achieve. This is very important because it sets a direction
and purpose to the course of our action.
Defining the Objective or Goal - Spelling out clearly the
objective / goal without any ambiguity. Here we state the goal
or objective we want to achieve and also list the various
restraints or limitations with in which we may need to operate.
These limitations could be due to various reasons like legal,
ethical, financial, internal conditions of the organization,
political, etc. This helps us to clearly mark the boundarieswithin
which we need to operate and to remain focussed on the goal.
SWOT Analysis – We need to understand our strengths and
weaknesses so that we could take suitable action. We do a
SWOT analysis in which we list all the Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats, that we foresee in working towards
our goal. We build up on our strengths and try to mitigate or
remedy our weaknesses. We identify the threats and
opportunities that can occur in the process and respond to
them suitably. All this will maximise our efforts in reaching our
goal.
Plan of Action- Here we draw up a detailed plan of action to
achieve the goal.
The plan should go into details and at every stage provide
alternate options to be followed in case one plan chosen does
not produce the desired results.
Results & Review - The ultimate success of the plan of action is

in producing the desired result, which is attaining the goal set.
To ensure this, the entire exercise is reviewed periodically.
Whenever the results do not meet expectation, the reasons for
the same are analysed and a course correction may be applied
to ensure that results are on the right track and we are able to
achieve our goal.
The obstacles in the path - Vedanta Desika talks of obstacles
that come in the way, due to ego and independence of the
devotee, in his ArthaPanchakam. In the management scenario,
the obstacles can occur at any of the five steps mentioned
above due to inadequate or improper information or lack of
team work and coordination. It could occur while setting up of
the goal, or defining the goal. It could also occur at the stage of
SWOT analysis or during building up a plan of action. It could
also lead to poor corrective action.
We can see this kind of a methodical and step by step or fivefold approach in many works of Vedanta Desikar. He mentions
the five truths espoused in Bhagavad Gita, namely, the
Supreme Lord, the subservient beings, nature, time and action.
Similarly, talking of the core content of Bhagavad Gita, he
mentions about the five steps mentioned there in, namely
focus is on doing your duty without being worried about the
results. When we are focussed on the activity and do it
sincerely, the result shall follow.
In his SrimadRahasyatrayaSaara, Vedanta Desika elaborates on
Sri Bhashya, Veda, Vedanta, works of Alwars and the three
sacred mantras - namely Ashtakshari mantra, Dwayamantra
and Charama Shloka. His approach to the subject, his logical
sequencing of the matter and forceful presentation of the
findings is an excellent guide for documentation. Practitioners
and students of Management can greatly benefit by studying
this work.
These works give us an insight into Management. In
Management also, once we have set our goal and evolved a
plan of action to attain it, we stay focussed on the plan of action
only, and review it periodically to do any necessary course
correction. While the plan of action is being implemented, the
goal recedes to the background till the planned activity is
completed. The writings of Vedanta Desika give us a lot of
insight into many areas including management. We need to
keep an open mind and be willing to look at things afresh.

A Helping Hand
Dear Community members,
I teach in ITU, San Jose. If you have a Bachelors degree and interested in studying in USA please consider applying to ITU, San Jose.
Open International Technological University website and read the details.
ITU is a small private college, started by a Chinese Professor from UC Berkeley with about 2500 students, Most of the Instructors
are from Silicon Valley reputed companies like Intel, Cisco, Synopsys, Oracle etc., ITU provides limited number of Teaching
Assistant ships and on campus jobs. Also immediately after completing one semester or 9 units, if the GPA is >3.75, the student is
eligible for Internships. Currently about 75 to 80% students are getting Internships in Silicon Valley, some as high as $75 - $100
per hour jobs.
If you meet the admission criteria, then apply to ITU and let me know, I will monitor your application in the admissions office. (The
To contribute and for any feedback write to mandayamnews@gmail.com
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ITU fees structure is same as SJSU - a State Government University).I can also put you in touch with an existing Indian student, who
will share his experience in ITU, obtaining visa in India and ITU off campus life.
Hope this helps a few prospective students/parents, who are interested in studying in USA. I am trying for the first time to help
Mandayam Sabha members, hope there is no glitch in the process.
Best of luck,
Thank you,
MPS
San Jose

Enriching her legacy - Dr.Rangashri Kishore

Dr. Rangashri Kishore, Director of Library Services,
Ashoka University, and Founder member and Vice
President of Richmond Fellowship Society, Delhi Branch,
is a librarian by profession and a worker for mental health,
by avocation. Ably supported by her family, she has
achieved a lot in both fields that have benefitted many
people across the country.
Passionate about her avocation, Dr.Rangashri has
conducted several mental health camps in rural and urban
areas in India. She represented Global Mental Health
Team of the EMPOWER project at the Global Mental
Health Meet in Cape Town, 2011.She was instrumental in
bringing the human rights to peace agenda for mental
health in the Santiago Declaration of Human Rights to
Peace in 2010.
One of her earliest associations with sust ainable
programmes for mental health began with founding of the
Family Fellowship Society for Psycho Social Rehabilitation
in association with NIMHANS in 1991, in Bangalore. She
is the Founder Secretary of Richmond Fellowship Society,
Delhi Branch that was established in 1999 in Gurgaon,
which conducts several outreach programmes for mental
health. She assisted in establishing the Anand
Rehabilitation Centre in Nallasopara, on the outskirts of
Mumbai.
She has also written several articles in the media and was
feted at the annual conference of the American Library
Association, New Orleans, Louisiana for her seminal work
on schizophrenics. In her chosen profession as librarian,
Dr. Rangashri has not only provided training and research
support but also coordinated setup of Documentation
Centres and Libraries from scratch, apart from developing
documentation for workshop and supporting publication
of newsletters as well as conducting national and
international workshops, seminars and conferences in
India and abroad. She has also trained field staff in
manag ing community development programmes,
medical doctors in accessing public health information
resources.

- Indu
c o n d u c t e d s t o r y
telling/video programmes for
rural children surrounding
the Ashoka University in
Haryana villages. This project
is now on the Library Map of
the World in the SDG stories
of International Federation of Library Association. She has
also set up toy Libraries in several villages in Haryana,
impacting 70 percent of drop outs to return to school.
For all the changes brought about by her initiatives, Dr.
Rangashri was awarded the Rex Karmaveer Global
Fellowship (R KG F) and Karmaveer Chakra Award
instituted by iCONGO in partnership with United Nations
this year. She was also awarded Bharat Vikas Award for
2019 from Indian Institute of Self-Reliance,
Bhubaneshwar
These are the latest in a distinguished list of awards which
includes:
•Woman of Humanity Award and Honorary Doctorate of
Humanity from the Academy of Universal Global Peace
and International Development Consult ancy and
Research Foundation in 2013
• Learning Times Innovative Information Services Award
in 2003
• First Asian winner of the ASCLA (Association of
Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies)
Exceptional Service
Award by the American Library
Association in 1999
• I L FA / A L P ( I n t e r n a t i o n a l Fe d e r a t i o n o f L i b r a r y
Associations / Advancement in Librarianship
Programme) award in 1996
Dr Rangashri Kishore is daughter of Smt.Padma and Late
Sri. Narasimhan of Aaji family, and wife of
Sri.M.C.Kishore of Chokkamaman family. She has
enriched the legacy of reputed librarians in her family –
Sri. S.Parthasarathy, her centenarian grand-uncle, and
late Sri.M.A.Gopinath, her uncle.

Dr. Rangashri has raised funds from Small Steps
Foundation in US for a Mobile Library Project and
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Traditional Accessories – N.K.Vasu

- Kamala.N.K
N k Vasu, s/o late Pashal MK Narasimhachar, is running a
small business of retailing a good collection of laminated
photos of deities of Melkote, books and CD series on
various topics of vaishnavism, musical CDS, thiruman
and srichurnam etc.

In addition, Vasu utilises his keen interest in carpentry to
create wooden plaques of Tiruman, shankha, chakra,
which are also sold through his shop on the main road in
Melkote.
He regularly makes Tulasi Malas. After collecting dried
Tulasi plants, he scrapes, trims and cuts them into beadsized bits After giving the bits the required shape, he drills
holes in them and sorts them based on size. Finally, using thread, he prepares tulasi malas for chanting with 108 beads or
as as required by the customers.
Wearing tulasi mala is said to be good for purifying the mind, body as well as the soul of a person. It radiates positive vibes in
the aura of a person and helps get rid of all forms of negative energy. Wearing a Tulsi mala increases the concentration and
the wearer gets rid of health problems. The wood in the beads is healthy for the skin as well. It is said in the Skanda Purana
that it destroys the greatest sins of the wearer.
He occasionally prepares malas of natural lotus beads, which he sources from the surrounding nature.
We wish him all the best in pursuing his art.
Vasu can be contacted at 9945738698.
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MSS Annual Sports 2019 – Indoor Games
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-Rekha Kesari

Mandayam Srivaishnava Sabha, Mysuru Shakha conducted indoor games for the members on 20th October
2019, Sunday in Mandayam Vidyarthi Nilayam premises.
To encourage more members to attend the program, surprise early bird prizes were planned. About 45
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members attended the program.
The programme began at 9:30 a.m. with some interesting individual games like kavade and pick & speak.
The participants were given 2 minutes to speak on the topic written on the chit they had picked. There were
varied interesting topics from day to day life. A lucky dip was also arranged.
This was followed by group antakshari which was theme based. There were about 10 teams with 3 members each. Each round had a
different theme- one round was about singing in one language only, another was for songs with the word mother in it, hindi songs,
devotional songs, etc.
This was followed by a sumptuous lunch and a game of housie. Prizes for all games conducted through the day were then
distributed.
The prize winners in the various categories:
Early Birds:

Anthakshari:

Lucky Dip:

Kavade:

st

st

1 team: Srikar Mandayam,

nd

Padma Tirumalai, Rama Kesari 2nd: Padma Tirumalai 2nd: Sri .R.A. Kumar

1 : Ananth Simha
2 : Prakash Aji

3rd: Apoorva Rangaraj 2nd team: MaliniSrinivasan,

st

st

1 : Srivani Udai

1 : Smt. Leela Murali

Pick & Speak:
st

1 : Srivani – Topic was Gym
nd

2 : M.J.Sampath – Topic was peacock
3rd: AnanthaSimha- Topic was

3rd: Prema Sreenath

Mysore Mandayams

MB Kesari, Anupama Prakash

MSS Annual Sports 2019 – Cricket
The Mandayam Srivaishnava
Sabha had organised Annual
Cricket Tournament on 10th Nov
2019 at Sirur Park,
Seshadripuram, Bangalore.
Due to heavy rain the previous
evening Sri M K Jairaj and Sri M K Sridhar visited the venue to
check the possibility and the ground was intact without much
puddles. Sri Jairaj arranged the filling of puddles and made the
ground fit to play.
As it was Sunday the participants trickled and the registrations
were done. There were about 40 men and 20 women
participants; Sri R A Madhu and Sri M K Sridhar prepared the
list of Teams with the participants registered on the ground and
teams formed. Ties were drawn for the 4 teams in Men’s
category and 2 in women category.
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- M.K.Sridhar
The conditions of play were explained to all the teams:
Knockout Tournament, Maximum 8 overs per innings,
Minimum 4 bowlers, Boundaries were explained. For women
the boundaries were shorter..
Play started around 11 am and wind up was at 4.30 in the
evening. Sabha conducted total 4 of matches including
women’s match. Everyone had fun and it was entertaining, with
wide balls extending the matches by almost 1 over per match.
Many elders from the community also made to the ground and
helped in providing the much needed juicy cucumber slices to
refresh the players during the innings break. Thanks to
Sri.M.A.Ramprasad for his timely gesture. The tournament
ended with prize distribution.
Sabha thanks the generous contributions by Sri. Ranga
Mannar, Col. Narayan M T, Sri M T Ramaswamy, Sri.M A
Ramprasad towards sponsoring the food and prizes. We
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would like to place on record our appreciation to our Mysuru
Shakha president Sri M T Ramaswamy and also the players
Women:

from Mysuru who graced the occasion and made us proud.
Men:

Winners:

Runners:

Winners:

Runners:

Malini
Deepti

Reema
Sahana
Prathibha Ravi
Dr. Lalitha
Jayashree
Sripriya

Abhishek
Srikanth M A
M A Madhusudhan
Ranga Mannar
M T Narayan
Rangarajan N

Ashwin Simha
Kishore M C
M N Rangan
M T Raja Rangan
M D Rangarajan

Kalyani

Rajesh S N

Srinivasan N S
Sampathkumaran M T

Vaidehi
Bhoomi
Shreemathi

R A Madhu
Gopal
M K Narayan

Ravi Narasimhan M T
Raghunandan M V
Raghav

Rajani Rajesh
Ramya Srivas
Sahana G
Barghavi
Ambha
Rama
Dhruthi
Kamala

IBB/Mandayams Annual Indoor Meet 2019
The San Francisco based IBB / Mandayams organized its
Annual Indoor Meet for 2019 on November 16, 2019 at a hall
in Milpitas, CA. The event was attended by 80-85 local
members including adults, kids, and visiting families from
India.
The event started with socializing alongside an elaborate
catered lunch buffet, followed by a group photo. A series of
programs kept the members entertained and engaged through
the afternoon. The programme for the day was invoked
through a soulful vocal rendition by Kum. Kanchi Ramanujam
supported by Sri. Kaushik Mandyam on keyboard.
Bharatnatyam dance recital, vocal recitals, Bollywood solo and
group dance by kids and adults were some of the
entertainment programs. Young kids (5-9 yrs) participated in a
colourful costume drama titled "Tulsi Mahatme" directed by
Smt. Ramya Ramesh.
A major highlight for this year was the brilliant performance by

- Sricharan R A
the IBB Teens Band which involved local 6-7 youth between
age of 12-15 yrs. They played Indian classical music and a nonclassical song on various musical instruments such as flute,
guitar, drums, keyboard, veena, saxophone and vocals. The
music arrangement/direction and training of the teens was
done by our talented musician, Sri. Ashwin Krishnakumar.

After the tea break were some entertaining game shows "Housie" hosted by Sri. MT Srisailam (visiting from India), and
"Guess the Baby in the Picture" hosted by Smt. Ranjini Kanna.
Overall, the Indoor Meet was a fun-filled afternoon with mix of
dance, music, and games which kept the audience entertained.
It was yet another year of bringing local Bay Area community
together and creating ever-lasting memories.

MSS Annual Sports 2019 – Basketball

-M.D. Sesh Narayan

Basketball tournament, the favorite game of Mandayams, was held on 24th Nov 2019, at Vidya Mandir
School Basketball ground. The keen interest of our members was evident, from the fact, that most of the
participants reached the venue on time and some before time too.
Nearly 60 members gathered, out of which 32 participated in the men’s team and 20 in the ladies team.
The 5 matches for men and 3 matches for ladies were keenly contested. Men’s teams played on knockout
basis, while the ladies played round robin.
Prizes were given away by Smt Radha Rangarajan for the ladies team and Sri M D Jayasimha for the men’s
team.
Prizes were sponsored by Smt Sandhya Venkatesh, and the food was sponsored by Lt Col. Rashmi
Narayan. Sabha thanks the sponsors.
Special thanks to all participants who referred the matches and was a great motivating factor. Smt Kamala
Madhu was instrumental in getting the Vidya Mandir grounds for the event. Sabha thanks Smt Kamala and administration of Vidya
Mandir. Sabha also thanks all the volunteers and the participants in making the event successful.

Mandayams’ Finale 2019
Mandayams’ Finale 2019, the annual cultural programme, was
held on Sunday the 22nd December 2019 at Sri
Krishnadevaraya Auditorium, Malleswaram from 3.30PM
onwards. An enthralling evening, surprise after surprise kept
tumbling out of the green rooms and held the audience in rapt
attention.
To contribute and for any feedback write to mandayamnews@gmail.com

- Ramya Srivas
Smt. Sheela and Sri. Rohith of Vokkarane family sang the
invocation. This was followed by the welcome address by
President Sri.Sheshnarayan. He appreciated organizing
volunteers and participants of the cultural programme for their
untiring efforts at piecing together a memorable evening for
the spectators. He also called for greater cooperation for the
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ongoing initiative of conducting a comprehensive census of
Mandayam Iyengars, by filling in the online google form.
The Mandayam Digital Library, a repository of ancient and new
books by Mandayam Iyengars, was inaugurated by Sri Mathre
Rangarajan. The triumvirate responsible for this – Sri Mathre
Rangarajan, Sri Sridhar Govindaraja and Sri M A Parthasarathy
– were felicitated.
Educational merit awards for tenth graders and students of
higher education were given away by members of the
Endowments committee. Enthusiastic participants in all the
sports events of the year were awarded. Awards were also
presented to the winners of Mind Sparklers, the quiz event
held in September 2019. The team of Mandayam ladies who
participated in the MICQ Guinness world record event were
felicitated.
The cultural programme began with Sur Sangam, a musical
ensemble, featuring M.C.Srinivas on the tabla, Aditya
Manikernike on the violin, M.K.Narasimhan on the harmonium
and vocalists Aishwarya Manikernike and M.K.Sridevi.
Conceptualised and directed by Smt. Geeta Ramprasad, Super
Kudumbam, a captivating couple dance, was the next item,
where couples and children danced to retro songs.
Chak De India, a hilarious drama, captured well the Indian
cricket fever, and portrayed how grannies, in misleading
traditional attire in Indian households, can be avid cricket,
whose fervent prayers for victory for India can out beat teentempo. Smt.M.A.Revathy, Sri.Rajagopal and the entire cast
engaged the audience well. Smt.M.A.Revathy's sterling
performance as the cricket crazy granny won her the Second
Best Actress Award.
The next programme was a semi-classical dance performance
for the song 'Kanna Nee Thungudaa’, from the movie Bahubali,
by Sindhu, Aditi and Aryashree. 'Yaaradi Ni Mohini' was
another gripping dance performance with Smt.Smitha
Raghunath as Mohini, Lord Vishnu’s avatara, and Smt. Malini
Narasimhan as Mahishasura. They were supported by Smt.
Nagashree (Lord Vishnu) and Smt. Saraswathi (Lord Shiva).
Fabulous costumes by Smt.Malathi Singlachar disguised the
participants so well that they were unrecognized, till they
introduced themselves.
'Weekend with Ravi' revived memories of those days when
Mandayam Sabha was in the limelight due to dynamic
personalities like Smt.M.B.Thanga and Sri.M.A.Ramprasad.
Sri.Ravi Narasimhan invited them individually on stage and
carried the audience on a reminiscent journey into the past.
The feel good factor was palpable. Conversations with their
contemporaries gave an insight into the kind of interactions
and efforts of earlier days.
Mr. India was a novelty, with the Mandayam menfolk donning
the hats of popular theatre/cinema personalities like Shankar
Nag, Rajinikanth, Dr.Raj Kumar, Vishnuvardhan, Kamal Hassan,
Balakrishna, Gabbar Singh, Dev Anand, James Bond and many
others, and imitating their evergreen characteristic gaits, acting
styles and dialogues.
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This was followed by a few group songs and “Jewel Thief”, a
group dance by evergreen Mandayam ladies, to film songs with
“Jewels” as the theme. Sri.R.A.Madhu and Smt.Kamala Madhu
entertained the audience, with their well scripted short
interlude of a romantic conflict between a lady and her cinemacrazy husband.
Drama ‘Cinema Cinema’ was a reminder for cinema goers of
yester-years, of the times when sparse traffic on roads and
sparsely populated single-screen cinema-houses allowed kith
and kin the simple thrill and pleasure of spotting each other
from reasonable distances, and a pleasure outing was a rare
event and meant a great deal of excitement and preparation
including making snacks at home, carrying coffee in a flask and
drinking-water in a steel 'kooja' along with exclusive tumblers
for serving coffee and water! Well-conceived and scripted by
Smt. Rajani Rajesh and Smt.Reka Badri, and directed by
Smt.Rajani Rajesh, the play was a true depiction of the past.
Smt.Vaidehi Murali won the best actress award for her adorable
performance.
Fusion dance by young girls (and boys) to popular foot-tapping
numbers was followed by the final crescendo 'Rajani to Rajani' a fun dance show tribute to megastar Rajanikanth and
dedicated to Smt.Rajani Rajesh, the master architect and
jockey, who conceived and steered the mega Mandayams’
Finale 2019.
Chillar Party was the show stopper. Dancers were the young
children who had anchored all the programmes with great
confidence, maturity, clarity of diction and absolutely no trace
of stage-fear. The commendable dance and anchoring was
scripted and directed by Smt.Deepthi Kope.
For their acting, Smt. Vaidehi Murali and Smt.Revathy M.A. won
the awards instituted by Sri.M.K.Radhakrishna of Makaram
family, in memor y of drama enthusiasts, late Sri
M.A.Krishnaswamy and late Sri.R.S.Iyengar. Master SriCharan
and Sri.R.A.Madhu won special prizes for their energy and
zeal. Smt. Malini Narasimhan was awarded for her wonderful
depiction of Mahishasura.
Raghunand Rajesh deserves special mention for coordinating
with the vendors and providing technical support with graphic
backgrounds and audio special effects. Sri M.T.Krishnan livestreamed the event on FaceBook, with Manasa Badri
interviewing the entrants, participants, audience before and
after the show. SYRT sponsored the dinner, and Sri R.M.Srivas
took up the responsibility of ensuring that the catering was well
organised. Sri.R.M.Srinivasan, Sri Sridhar Mandayam,
Sri.M.D.Jaisimha and others helped in manning the food
counters efficiently.
The Sabha, and all present on the evening, are ever-grateful to
everyone who has lent his and her might to the programme.
The programme was well-guided by a visionary mentor group
including Sri.Sheshnarayan, Smt. Radha Rangarajan and many
others. An efficient back-end team ensured All's Well That
Ends Well.
To contribute and for any feedback write to mandayamnews@gmail.com

Mandayam's
Finale 2019
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MSS Annual Sports 2019 – Outdoor Games
-Rekha Kesari
Mandayam Srivaishnava Sabha, Mysuru Shakha conducted outdoor games for the
members on 24thNovember 2019, Sunday at Mahila Samaja, Mysore.
To encourage more members to attend the program surprise early bird prizes and
lucky dip was planned. About 45 members attended the program.
The event was planned as a plastic free and environment friendly day. All members
were requested to bring their own plates, spoons and carry bag, and we are very
proud to say that the response was 100% with each and every one bringing their own
plates, spoons, etc.
The programme began at 9:00 a.m. with individual games like needle and thread,
ringing the wicket, umbrella and ball, shot put, walking race with pot filled with water,
lemon and spoon race with a twist.
After a sumptuous lunch, a couple of team fun games were organized by our very able
volunteer Sri. Ananth Simhan . This was followed by a game of housie and prize
distribution.
As part of our go green initiative, flowering and ornamental plants were given away as
prizes.
Prize winners in the various games:

Shot put: Ladies:

Needle & Thread:

Ringing the wicket:

Walking with pot of water:

1st- Apoorva

1st: M.K. Narasimha

1 : Gayatri Srinidhi

1st: Nandini

2nd-Vasantha Ramaswamy

2 : Mathre Sampath

2nd: Pranjali Badri

2nd: Srivani Udai

nd

Men:

Umbrella & ping pong ball:

1st: Srikar Mandayam

1 : Srinidhi

nd

2 : AnanthSimha

st

nd

2 : R.A.Kannan

st

Lemon & spoon:

Special prizes:

1st: Ananth Simha

Early birds: Kalyani & R.A.Kannan

nd

2 : Padmashree

Youngest participant: Aditya Badri

MSS Annual Sports 2019 – Field Events
- M.D.Sesh Narayan
The much awaited field event was
conducted at Sirur Park on 8th December
2019. Organisers and volunteers were
busy, from early hours of the day,
preparing the venue for the participants.
Nearly 100 members participated in the
event.
The event was conducted in age groups
starting from under 5 years to above 70
years of age in different categories. Many
new games were introduced for the
participants. Depending on age groups,

games were planned to stimulate the
physical fitness, dexterity of movement
and mental robustness of the
participants.
Though the participants in the age group
of 16 to 25 years were less, it was made
good by the presence of our senior
members, who took part in all the games
with enthusiasm. 32 events were
conducted and prizes were given away
by the senior members present.

To contribute and for any feedback write to mandayamnews@gmail.com
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Under 5

16 to 25 years Boys

Balloon race

26 to 40 years Ladies

Ninja Stance

Blind fold walk
1. Anirudh Makaram

2. Jayasri

6 to 10 years Boys
Follow the sign

Slow Scooter with Pillion

1. Rampriyan

1. Rajasri

1. Keshav M
2. MadhavTippani

26 to 40 years Couples

Walking on line

Hop and reverse Run

2. Raghavan
11 to 15 years Boys & Girls
16 to 25 years Girls
Blind fold walk
Hop & reverse run

1. Raghunandan

1. Shlok

1. Rashmi M

1. Pranav J

2. Sripriya

2. Mukul

2. Shruthi

2. Sahana M K

41 to 50 years Men
Blind fold walk

Boat
1. Harish
Alwar
1. Rashmi
Many feedback write
To contribute
and for
to mandayamnews@gmail.com
2. Aadarsh M S
2. Shruthi

51 to 60 years Ladies

41 to 50 years Men
Straw and Bangle
1. Adarsh M S and M D Sridhar

Mat Race

70 and above Men

1. Badri Mandayam
2. Madhu R A
Straw and Bangle

Plate back drop

1. Shanti M N & Kamala R A

2. Rama simha and Rajesh S N

61 to 70 years Couples

51 to 60 years Men

Popcorn walk

Foam throw

1. Kalayani

1. Sridhar M G & Shyla R A

1. M B Murali

2. Pratibha Narasimhan

2. Rama M B

2. Murali D S and Shree S S

2. M B Venkatachar

3.Rashmi Muralidhar

3 Balloon race

Tug of War

16 to 25 years Girls

Plate back drop

Men

Hop & reverse run

3 baloon race

Ladies

1. M B Venkatachar

1. First D team

1. Rashmi M

1. Rashmi M

1. First A team

2. M C Ramanujam

Second B team

2. Shruthi

2. Rajalakshmi M A

Second B team

Mandayam Digital Library
The idea of having a repository of the ancient and current
works of Mandayam Iyengars, as a reference point for the
present and future generation, arose from a email
conversation between Sri Mathre Rangarajan and Sri Sridhar
Govindaraja, which inturn was initiated by a query from one of
the Mandayams about the availability of Kannada books on our
rituals.
Sri Sridhar, who knew that many such books existed,
volunteered to set up a digital library. Sri Rangarajan, who was
contemplating such a repository for quite some time, after
having read the great book by Sri Jatavallabha Singraingar
written in 1950s discussed it with the Mandayam SriVaishnava
Sabha.
After two frustrating, long years spent to find a suitable vendor,
Sri M A Parthasarathy was able to find one who met the
requirements of design and budget. He invested a lot of time
and effort to supervise the vendor and develop the software as
necessary.
Thus, now we have the Mandayam Digital Library (MDL),
which was inaugurated by Sri Mathre Rangarajan on 22nd
December 2019, during the Annual Mandayam Cultural
programme. Sri M A Parthasarathy walked the audience
through the live library.
The library can be accessed From the Sabha website
(www.mandayamsabha.in) and clicking on the MDL banner
Directly going to the url - mdl.mandayamsabha.in
MDL has currently around 35 books and more books are
being uploaded every day.
MDL is a repository for future generations - for knowing their
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ancestors and their
contribution to the
society. Hence all
Mandayams are
requested to give a
copy of the books
written by them or
their forefathers, in
any language, either in digital form or as hard copy for us to
digitize. Manuscripts may also be given – they will be typed and
digitized as required.
Along with the books, Mandayams are requested to provide a
photo and a brief life history/profile of the author which will be
included in MDL. They are also requested to sign a document
for transferring the copyrights to Mandayam Sabha.
Mandayam authors who have written books recently and want
to sell them, may kindly provide a copy of the Front Page and
The List of Contents, along with a small write up on the book
and a link to the Online Platform or Address from where the
books could be purchased. We will include this in MDL to help
those Mandayams who are interested to buy the book.
In addition to the books, those who have audio and video of
lectures / song / drama etc. may provide the same with the
subject, a small write-up and the link to the digital platform
where they are stored, for inclusion in the MDL. These may
include any recording of lectures by forefathers. At the
moment the library does not have the provision to store the
audio/ video recordings. Hence a link to the platform where
To contribute and for any feedback write to mandayamnews@gmail.com

they are stored may be sent.
Hard copies of the books and letters may to Mandayam Sabha
office or representative at Bengaluru / Mysore / Chennai with
an intimation to Sri Sridhar. Sridhar may be contacted either on
mobile +919482194624 or by
email at sgovindaraja@gmail.com. Alternatively, one may
courier the books/letter to his address, which will be provided
when he is contacted. For some reason if unable to personally
handover/courier the hard copies personally, one may also
contact Sri Sridhar to have the same collected at the doorstep.
Apart from the triumvirate of MDL - Sri Matre Rangarajan, who
initiated this project, Sri MA Parthasarathy, the software and

technical backbone, Sri Sridhar Govindaraja who is working on
sourcing all the material – others responsible for gifting this
repository to the community are, Sri Sridhar Mandyam, who
provided legal help on copyrights, Sriman U. Ve Dr.
Lakshmithathachar swamy, for help in digitizing the books free
of cost at Ramanuja Pratistana in Melkote, and Sri Seshnarayan
for giving all the help and permission to host the library on
Mandayam website.

The school digital library has been developed under the auspices of MSS, by Sri M A Parthasarathy, for the benefit of
children in Government High Schools. The educational videos and audios prepared by eminent teachers, according
to the Karnataka state syllabus for high school, will immensely benefit the students. This gift to Government Schools
in Karnataka can be accessed at edu.mandayamsabha.in.
Presently, the library has been set up in three schools in Bengaluru and is intended to be expanded to many more
schools. Donations of old/new computers are welcome to extend this facility. For further details, one may contact Sri
M A Parthasarathy at +91 9880648795 or partha.ma@gmail.com

My Favourite Thiruppaavai Pashuram – the 27

th

- Prishita Prasad, IX std,
Ramanujam Appachar family , Mallur
|| Sri||
||Om NamoNarayanaya||
||Sri AndalThiruvadihaleSharanam||

The meaning:

My favouritePashuram in the 'Thiruppaavai” is the 27thPashuram..
koodaarai seer vellum gOvindhaundhannai (p)
paadi(p) paRaikonduyaampeRumsammaanam
naadupugazhumparisinaalnanRaaga (ch)
choodagamEthOlvalaiyEthOdEsevippoovE
paadagamEenRanaiyapalagalanumyaamaNivOm
aadaiuduppOmadhanpinnEpaaRchORumooda
neypeydhumuzhangaivazhivaara(k) koodi
irundhukuLirndhELOrempaavaai.

Andal and her friends are asking for the ultimate benefits of their having come to Krishna and observed their vratam.
They address Krishna as Govinda, as the One who has won over the enemies. They want Him to shower them with
His grace for they have been joyously singing His glories accompanied with all paraphernalia { such as the Drum called
'Parai' here}. They want the hands that serve Him to be decorated with the choicest of bangles and other ornaments
because only such hands would truly do Him honor. They want to be decked with all other ornaments too like ear
rings, anklets, shoulder ornaments and the most beautiful clothes. Then they would like to make offering of food made
of milk and rice dripping with ghee that flows all the way down to their elbows as they try to enjoy this tasty
naivedyam with their hands. They want to enjoy all of this as a group with Him with their hands cooled and filled with
joy and so say, the damsels, O Goddess Paavai, may we all be blessed. The Pasuram states “paadi(p)
paRaikonduyaampeRumsammaanam”. peRumsammaanam means the highest of blessings, the highest of honors.
The Pasuram is my favourite because I like the way Andal wants to decorate herself with ornaments and beautiful
clothes to serve Him and the Naivedyam of milk and rice which portray the pristine beauty of her true devotion to
Krishna. Even here she doesn't want to enjoy serving Him alone and wants all her friends to enjoy His grace along
with her in a group.
To contribute and for any feedback write to mandayamnews@gmail.com
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Complete the crossword puzzle below

Clue All Words Are Related To Aane Pandigai Theme

Across

Down

2. Where we grow crops and play
6. The playful God
7. 4 Blindmen saw this animal in 4 diﬀerent ways
8. The Iyengar's signature dish
9. Shows us as we are

1. The po ers' stock
3. Squeezed for the sweetness
4. Light them to remove darkness
5. Iyer or Iyengar style of saree
10. Gracefully ﬂowing water
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Important Lessons Learned from Thiruppavai and Andal
Thiruppavai is one of the many Divya Prabhandams, and those
who recite it attain many of the same benefits of the other four
thousand. However, reciting Thiruppavai gives many unique
benefits that either a few or none of the others do.
Andal, having married Perumal Himself and being the
daughter of PeriyAzhwAr, would be the only one fit to be able
to talk about Perumal in such a way. She takes a unique
perspective in Thiruppavai and talks about the benefits that we
can attain from Perumal. Not only does she give small lessons
to follow in a person’s daily life, but she also shows the bigger
picture and why Perumal is supreme and is the only one that
can give us mOksham.
In Thiruppavai, Andal teaches some small and simple lessons
that all should follow in their daily lives, in activities like their
regular interactions with other people. For example, in the
second pAsuram, vayyathu vAzhveerghaL, Andal teaches us
to not speak ill about others, with this line: theekuraLaich
chendrOdhOm. In the same pAsuram, she also tells us not to
do actions which may lead us astray: seyyAdhana seyyOm. In
the eleventh pAsuram, katruk karavai, she teaches us to only
speak about good things with this line: sitrAdhe pEsAdhe.
These examples are more general, but in the fifteenth
pAsuram, ellE iLam kiLiyE, Andal uses herself as an example to
show us how we should be in life in this line: valleergal
neengaLe nAnedhAn Ayiduga. Here, she says, “Let me take all
the complaints on me.” This shows us that we should accept
life as it is, and that we should be happy and blessed for what
we have been given.

ಹ
ಹ
ಇರ
ಭವ
ಅ

ೕ ಸಕಲವನ
|
ನ ಕ
ಎಂ
ಗರದ
ದ
,ಹ
||

|
ಂ

- Srihari YG, IX Grade
YG Family, Dallas, USA

However, the most important takeaway from Thiruppavai is
what it teaches about bhakti towards Perumal. Andal is a role
model for all those who wish to attain mOksham and be with
Perumal. So, it is wise to use her words about Him and practice
it thoroughly. First, however, she makes sure to tell us that
Perumal is the only one who can and will give us mOksham,
and this is only in the first pAsuram: nArAyaNanE nammakke
parai tharuvAn. In order to attain mOksham, we must first
accept this fact and surrender to Perumal’s Thiruvadi. While
many other pAsurams contain such lessons, I think that the
twenty-ninth, pAsuram, sitram siraghAlai, is a perfect example
of the devotion that is needed towards Perumal, in a way that
encompasses all such lessons into one coherent song.
Specifically, in this line––nee kutrEval engalai koLLAmal
pOghAdu––the gopikas request only one thing of Krishna as
the fruits of their vratam: uninterrupted kainkaryam to Him.
This line shows the immense bhakti and love that the gopikas
had towards Krishna.
In the end, this immense bhakti and love that the gopikas had
for Krishna was what Andal wanted to achieve with
Thiruppavai. Of course, we all know that she did achieve this
because she united with Sri Ranganatha on the 30th day of the
vratam. What we can learn from this is that following in the
footsteps of Andal, with not only the general lessons she
taught, but also the lessons she taught us about devotion
towards Perumal, will help us attain mOksham and let us
spend the rest of eternity with Perumal.
AzhwAr EmberumAnAr Jeeyar Thiruvadigale Sharanam

ೕ ಸಕಲವನ
ಲ ದ ಆಟ ಟ ಂ
ಕ
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ನ
ನ
ನರಹ

||

-ಮ. ಅ. ನ. M.AN.NA"

Why Snakes Have Split Tongues
It is an interesting story from mythology. Sage Kashyap had
two wives namely Kadru & Vinatha. Kadru’s sons were 100
nagas. Vinatha’s son was the splendorous, mighty & powerful
Garuda. Kadru cheated Vinatha & made her as slave. Even
Garuda was given orders like slave.
Garuda could not stand the idea of his mother being a slave.
So he went to Kadru’s sons & asked,” What should I do to free
To contribute and for any feedback write to mandayamnews@gmail.com

- M.A.Padmasini

my mother Vinatha from slavery?” The nagas said, “You
should bring Amrutha(nectar) from devaloka. We will drink
the same & become immortals”
Garuda agreed to this and started his journey. But all along he
was thinking if these serpents have Amrutha they will become
immortals & trouble all living beings. He had to face a lot of
difficulties reaching Devaloka. The Amrutha was protected by
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much for your mother’s sake. But, whoever takes Amrutha will
become powerful and will come opposing the Gods. Can you
do one thing? Take this Amrutha & keep it down. Tell all the
nagas that they should take bath before consuming as this is
very sacred. When they go, I will take away the pot.” Garuda
agreed.
Garuda brought the pot down & called all the nagas. They were
very happy that they could have it. Garuda said, “Now that I
have brought the Amrutha, release my mother Vinatha from
slavery. They agreed & Vinatha was freed.
The nagas were happy that they are about to consume the
Amrutha. When they were going towards it, Garuda said,
”Wait. As this is sacred, you should take bath & then have it.
Please go to the river. I will keep this pot of Amrutha on a bed
of grass (darbha). ”Saying this Garuda laid down the pot of
Amrutha on grass (darbha).
When the nagas went to river, Indra came and took away the
pot of Amrutha. When the nagas came back after ablutions, to
their dismay, they found that the pot of nectar had been taken
away by Devendra!! They licked the darbha grass where the
pot of Amrutha was kept thinking they might consume a little
bit of Amrutha, but in the process their tongues got split. This
is how the serpents got their tongues split.

so many different circles ranging from fire to well built security
guards. As his aim was to fetch the nectar he was ready to face
any challenge. The Gods were throwing at him double edged
swords, iron maces with sharp spikes, pointed lances, bright
arrows, sharp edged discus etc. from all directions. After
dodging all these, he had to face sharp edged wheels. Then 2
mighty snakes were spitting fire and guarding the nectar pot.
Garuda, being powerful & mighty, faced each level of difficulty
as a challenge & moved forward. All devas went to Indra &
reported that Garuda has come to take away the precious
Amrutha of Gods. Indra was also worried.
After passing all the levels, finally Garuda captured the pot of
Amrutha. When he was going back, Indra hurled Vajrayudha at
Garuda. Garuda flipped it with his feather & Indra was
shocked. Then Indra met him & said, ”Mighty Garuda, you are
very great. Inspite of so many hurdles you were able to finally
lay your hands on this pot of Amrutha. Are you taking it for
yourself?”
Garuda said, ”My pranams to Devendra. I am not taking this
for myself. My mother Vinatha is enslaved by my step mother
Kadru & her sons. I want to free her. The nagas will relieve her
if I take this Amrutha. So I have overcome the difficulties & to
take it to nagas”
Indra said, “Garuda, you are really great! You are doing so
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Matrimonial
Details given below are as furnished by respective members. Sabha is not responsible for the correctness.
Family

Age/Date of Birth

Name

Contact Numbers

Bridegrooms
Abhishek M C

18-01-1989

080-23492134 / 9900127704

Mukund Manikarnika

12-11-1989

080-23462346 / 9449854040
9886115078

Shreyas

06-11-1985

Kishore G N

42 Years

Kaushik M V

08-09-1986

Vokkarane

9480051736

Abhijith N C

16-03-1988

Nallaru

9482938260

Anjimurali

9740075255

Avinash K V

31-03-1992

Kadubi

9845252885

Navaneetha Krishna

29-03-1991

Makaram

9444909908

06-08-1984

Mandayam Annadhorai

080-23634692 / 9886516572

Sriram M A

Brides
Lakshmi Ananda

24-01-1993

Surabhi M R

29-05-1991

Nallar Chakravarthi

080-23469847 / 7259807811
9741162184 / 9845015184

Jyothi Y G

12-11-1983

Yechan Gunja

9845017649

Sunayana M A.

20-09-1993

Anandampillai

9845689422 / 9972523546

New Members of Mandayam Sabha
List of Donors, Patrons & Life Members who joined since last publication is given below. We welcome all the new members.
Family Name

Name

Member No.

Location

Donors
0720pd

Sri Srinivasa Chakravarthy

Sannayan

U.S.A

1308/0722pd

Sri Sridhar S G

Govindaraj

Bangalore

0723pd

Smt Champa Sridhar

Govindaraj

Bangalore

0642/0728pd

Smt Rukmini M K

Komar

Bangalore

Patrons
0758

Rangamannar M C

Chakravarthy

Bangalore

0759

Sai Akshobhyaa Vrinda

Nyakar

Bangalore

Life Members
2066

Karthik Narayan

Prodattur

Bangalore

2067

Sriranjini M A

Amanghathambu

Bangalore

2068

Anuj Baladhanvi J

Jaggu (Komandur Elaiyalli)

Bangalore

Ganti

Bangalore

Janakamma G T

2069

Obituary
Mandayam News regrets the sad demise of the following members of the community. We pray to God to give courage to their
families and near ones to bear this loss.
Sl No

Name Of Deceased

Age

Date of Demise

1

Sri M.K.Venkatachar

80

24-11-2019

2
3

Smt. Radha

80

6-12-2019

Smt. M.D.Andal

93

19-12-2019

4
5

77

04-01-2020

76

10-01-2020

Aaji

6

Sri M.K.Sethuram
Sri M.A.Srinivas
Sri M.A.Narayan

Devashikamani
Kuttiappaji

83

11-01-2020

Anandampillai

7

Sri M.V, Parthasarathy

77

16-01-2020

8

Sri M.A.Srishailan

79

24-01-2020

Vokkarne
Ammanji

To contribute and for any feedback write to mandayamnews@gmail.com

Family Name
Pashal Krishnakumar
Anandampillai
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Couples Who Tied The Knot

Kids' Corner Crossword Answers:
Across: 2. Field 6. Lord Krishna 7. Elephant 8. Curd rice 9. Mirror Down: 1.Clay 3. Sugarcane 4.Lamps 5.Madisar 10. River

Bridegroom

Bride

Wedding Date

Name

Parents

Family

Name

Parents

Family

6th Dec 2019

Pavan

Late Sri M.B.Srinivas
Smt. Geetha

Bheeman

Madhuri

Sri M.P.Sampath
Smt. Meera

Parashuram

9th June 2019

Prithvi Bharadwaj

Sri M.B.Ashok
Smt. Jayashree

Bheeman

Sanjana

Sri M.N.Rangan
Smt. Mamatha

Nayakar

The Team of Mandayam SriVaishnava Sabha
Department

Leader & Phone Numbers

Food

M.K.Narayan

9844031462

Endowment
Sports

Sridhar Mandayam

9964739397

M.P.Sridhar - 9841775998

9343510917

M.K.T.Narayan - 9845034659

Cultural

M.A.Revathi
Rajani Rajesh

9980043553

M.B.Vaidehi - 9972915501

Arts & crafts
Event Management & Decoration

Reka Badri
Sujatha Vasan

9844160057

Newsletter & Web
Finance
Asset Management

Rekha R
Y.G.Sampath

9945561944
9886490123

Legal & Bye-law

R.A.Madhu
Dr.M.N.Ramanujam

9538000215

Vision & Growth

M.A.N.Prasad

9448484403

Membership

Vijayakshmi
M.T.Parthasarathy

9448674236
9448850467

Mandayam Youth Forum

M.K.Jairaj

8884399711

Volunteers

Kamala Madhu

9482235304

Committee Member

9845375827

7975788694

WhatsApp Group

Contact Admin

Phone Numbers

MSS Veterans

M D Sheshanarayan
Sridhar Mandayam

9731199044
9964739397
9844160057
9449609157
884399711

MSS Sevaks
Mandayam Ladies
Mysore Mandayam
Mandayam Youth Forum

Reka Badri
Rekha Kesari
M K Jairaj

Mentor

Contact Numbers

Mathre Rangaraj
M.A.Parthanarayan
M.A.N. Prasad
M.A.Parthasarathy
M.A.Ramprasad
Natampalli Narasimhan
M.B.Nagaraj
M.K.Srinivasan
M.D.Jaisimha
M.A.Dwaraki
Kum.M.A.Shakuntala
Kum.M.B.Thanga
Smt. Jaya Char
Smt. Indira Parthasarathy

9945091581
9980919080
9448484403
9880648795
9980369596
9741568914
9945505741
080-23449553
9449053907
9449444382
080-23325320
9632585318
9845215299
9902136953

Mandayam Community Group on Facebook.
·

To connect with 800+ Mandayams at 'one go'

·

To view livecast of various events of the community, even when in other cities

Send in a joining request now.
Please answer the pre-enrolment questions for early approval by the admin
Address: The Mandayam Srivaishnava Sabha, 198, Yadugiri Yathirajamutt buildings, Sampige Road, Malleswaram
Bangalore – 560003, Phone: +91 80 – 41535970, www.mandayamsabha.in
To contribute and for any feedback write to mandayamnews@gmail.com
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